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Abstract
In spoken communication, a speaker may convey their mes-

sage in words (linguistic cues) with supplemental information
(paralinguistic cues) such as emotion and emphasis. Trans-
forming all spoken information into a written or verbal form
is not trivial, especially if the transformation has to be done
across languages. Most existing speech-to-text translation sys-
tems focus only on translating linguistic information while ig-
noring paralinguistic information. A few recent studies that pro-
posed paralinguistic translation used a machine translation with
hidden Markov model (HMM)-based automatic speech recog-
nition (ASR) and text-to-speech (TTS) that were complicated
and suboptimal. Furthermore, paralinguistic information was
kept in the acoustic form. Here, we focused on transcribing
paralinguistic acoustic cues of emphasis in the target language
text. Specifically, we constructed cascade and direct neural
Transformer-based speech-to-text translation, and we investi-
gated various methods of expressing emphasis information in
the written form of the target language. We performed our ex-
periments on a Japanese-to-English linguistic and paralinguistic
speech-to-text translation framework. The results revealed that
our proposed method can translate both linguistic and paralin-
guistic information while keeping the performance as in stan-
dard linguistic translation.
Index Terms: Transformer-based speech-to-text translation,
paralinguistic translation, emphasized speech and text.

1. Introduction
Speech-to-speech translation (S2ST) has received much atten-
tion in recent years, enabling speakers of different languages to
communicate and overcome language barriers [1]. Convention-
ally, speech translation is developed in a cascade manner with
three systems: automatic speech recognition (ASR), machine
translation (MT), and text-to-speech (TTS). Despite significant
progress in ASR, MT, and TTS technologies, most S2ST sys-
tems existing today are still limited to recognizing and translat-
ing what is being said without being concerned with how it is
being said.

However, speech contains a variety of kinds of information,
not only linguistic but also paralinguistic information. Paralin-
guistic information is a part of nonverbal communication that
deals with how we say things, not the actual words but our
voices, such as emphases or emotion. A simple change in the
way we say things, i.e., different intonation or stress, can bring
a different meaning to the linguistic contents, i.e., we agree hap-
pily or doubtfully, we give a compliment or an insult, etc.

Several studies have attempted to address the problems and
develop speech translation considering paralinguistic informa-
tion. An earlier version was introduced by Kano et al. [2, 3], in
which they constructed speech-to-speech emphasis translation
only for digit sequences. Other studies learned the mapping

of F0 into a discrete set of units and transferred those acoustic
cues across languages [4, 5, 6]. However, these studies were
only limited to F0 and did not consider other acoustic features
such as duration or power. A study by Akagi et al. [7] focused
on speaker emotional states and constructed an affective S2ST
system colored with emotional states. But, the work was still
limited to emotional ASR and TTS, and the overall S2ST frame-
work has not yet been implemented. The most recent and com-
plete paralinguistic S2ST frameworks are the ones proposed by
Do et al. [8, 9]. Their objective was to translate continuous
emphasis levels with conditional random fields (CRFs) [10] or
a sequence-to-sequence model. But, the overall structure pro-
cessed linguistic and paralinguistic information separately and
used a CRF-based or neural machine translation (NMT) with
a hybrid deep neural network - hidden Markov model (DNN-
HMM)-based ASR and hidden semi-Markov model (HSMM)-
based TTS [11, 12], making it complicated and suboptimal.

As can be seen, all those studies aimed only to process
the paralinguistic information within a speech acoustic wave-
form. How paralinguistic information could be expressed in
text-based communication has not been widely investigated. In
fact, studies of written communication for court transcription
emphasized that the contribution of prosodic and paralinguistic
cues to the translation of evidentiary audio recordings was criti-
cal. It was suggested that instead of creating “written to be read”
translation and transcription styles, suprasegmental features in
conversation should be documented on transcripts as “written
to be read as if spoken” texts [13]. Therefore, it is important
to construct speech-to-text translation systems that convey all
information from acoustic speech, including linguistic and par-
alinguistic information, into text-based communication.

In this paper, we take a step forward and initiate the work
by constructing a novel Transformer-based speech-to-text trans-
lation system that considers linguistic and paralinguistic in-
formation focusing on emphasis cues. Our contributions in-
clude: (1) Proposing various approaches in expressing par-
alinguistic acoustic cues of the source language in the target
language text-form; (2) Construcing cascade and direct neu-
ral transformer-based speech-to-text translation; (3) Performing
the experiments on a Japanese-to-English linguistic and paralin-
guistic speech-to-text translation framework.

2. Proposed Method
2.1. Transcribing Paralinguistic Acoustic Cues
In spoken language, the term “emphasis” often refers to changes
in how speakers say things with different pitches, durations, and
levels of power. In written language, “emphasis” is often re-
ferred to as intensity and manifested by using intensifiers [14].
Specifically, “intensifiers” refers to certain kinds of adverbs that
“serve to strengthen or weaken the meaning of a particular part
of the sentence,” and adverbials of degree mostly answer the
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Table 1: Examples of different levels of emphasis in speech and
text for “It is hot today.”

Level Emphasized Emphasized
Speech Text

0: Normal It is a little bit hot today.
1: Light It is hot today.

2: Medium It is quite hot today.

3: Strong It is very hot today.

4: Very strong It is extremely hot today.

question “To what extent?” [15]. Furthermore, the intensifiers
can modify several kinds of constituents, such as nouns (i.e.,
so little money), adjectives (i.e., very hot), or adverbs (i.e., too
early), with one condition that those words must be gradable or
be measurable in terms of quantity [16, 17].

Table 1 shows examples of different levels of emphasis in
speech and text for “It is hot today.” In the speech form, the
linguistic contents at all levels are the same, which is “It is hot
today.” but the acoustic form in terms of pitch, duration, and
power of “hot” change. By contrast, in the text form, the em-
phasis is done by adding intensifiers. In this study, to transcribe
paralinguistic acoustic cues of the source language into the writ-
ten form of the target language, we propose the following ap-
proaches:

1. Emphasis acoustic cues to embedded emphasis text
Various possible ways of expressing emphasis acoustic
cues are investigated (see examples in Table 2), which
consist of:

No Emphasis : Original text.

Emphases Separated (“Emph-Separated”) : Use
original text and emphasis symbols separately as
in the previous method.

Emphasis Tags (“Emph-Tags”) : Add a tag to the end
of each word.

Emphasis 1-Token (“Emph-1-Token”) : Add a token
only before the emphasized word.

Emphasis All-Token (“Emph-All-Token”) : Add a to-
ken before every word.

2. Embedded emphasis text to natural text
Next, the embedded emphasis text is transformed into
natural text with an intensifier, for example: “it0 is0 hot3
today0 .0” become “it is very hot today.”

2.2. Speech-to-Text Translation Architecture
Figure 1(a) shows an architecture proposed by Do et al. [9], in
which they processed the linguistic content with DNN-HMM-
based ASR and neural-based MT, while the paralinguistic con-
tent was processed with emphasis estimation and translation
modules. With various kinds of modules and techniques, the
model became complicated and suboptimal.

As we introduced the use of emphasis embedding within
the text-form (see the previous section), the architecture can be
simplified as shown in Figure 1(b). Here, the ASR transcribes
the speech into text with emphasis embedding of the source lan-
guage, and the MT translates the text with emphasis embedding
from the source language to the target language. Both ASR and
MT are constructed with a neural Transformer model, and we
call this approach “Cascade Neural S2T.”

Table 2: Transcribing emphasis acoustic cues into embedding
emphasis text.

Method Normal Emphasized
Speech Speech (Level3)

Baseline
No emphasis it is hot today . it is hot today .

Emph-Separated it is hot today . it is hot today .
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0

Proposed
Emph-Tag it0 is0 hot0 today0 .0 it0 is0 hot3 today0 .0
Emph-1-Token it is hot today . it is 〈to3〉 hot today .

Emph-All-Token
〈to0〉 it 〈to0〉 is 〈to0〉 it 〈to0〉 is
〈to0〉 hot 〈to3〉 hot
〈to0〉 today 〈to0〉 . 〈to0〉 today 〈to0〉 .

DNN-HMM
ASR

Neural
MT

Emphasis
Estimation

Emphasis
Translation

kyou ha atsui desu .

0 0 3 0 0

it is hot today .
0 0 3 0 0

(a) Previous Cascade S2T Model that considers paralinguistic
information (Example with Emph-Separated) [9].

Neural ASR
+

Emphasis
Estimation

Neural MT
+

Emphasis
Translation

kyou0 ha0 atsui3 desu0 .0

it0 is0 hot3 today0 .0

(b) Proposed Cascade Neural S2T Model that considers par-
alinguistic information (Example with Emph-Tag).

Neural ASR+MT
+

Emphasis Estimation & Translation
it0 is0 hot3 today0 .0

(c) Proposed Direct Neural S2T Multitask Model that consid-
ers paralinguistic information (Example with Emph-Tag).

Figure 1: Translation model using paralinguistic information

We explore another architecture by further simplifying the
structure following the idea of direct multi-task translation [18]
as shown in Figure 1(c). The original architecture in Jia et
al. [18] performed a speech-to-speech translation task. Here,
we adapted the architecture only for the speech-to-text trans-
lation task. The model will directly translate from the source
language’s speech waveform into target language text with em-
phasis embedding. This framework is also based on a neural
Transformer, and we call this approach “Direct Neural S2T.”

As can be seen, the output of both Cascade Neural S2T and
Direct Neural S2T is still text with emphasis embedding. There-
fore, we transform from the embedded emphasis text into natu-
ral text with intensifiers (i.e., “it0 is0 hot3 today0 .0” → “it is
very hot today.”). The intensifier expressions may change de-
pending on words; even for the same word and emphases level,
various intensifier expressions can be applied. Here, consider-
ing learning various intensifier expressions from data and the
possibility of concatenating with the Direct S2T model, we uti-
lized another Transformer-based NMT called “NMT-insertion.”

3. Data Augmentation: English-Japanese
Parallel Emphasis Speech-Text

3.1. Existing Natural Speech-Text Data
In this study, we used natural speech-text data with emphases
that were previously collected by Do et al., [19]. Emphasized
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Synthetic Speech

it is hot today .

it is hot today .

it is  hot  today .

Generate adjective 
speeches with 

5 levels of emphasis

Emp

it is hot today .

Pre Post
it is hot today .

(level 0)

(level 2)

(level 4)

Figure 2: Generate synthetic speeches with emphases

Emp

it is hot today .

Pre Post

it is hot today .

Emphasis Tag:
it0 is0 hot3 today0 .0

Emphasis 1-Token:
it is <to3> hot today .

Emphasis All-Token:
<to0> it <to0> is <to3> hot

<to0> today <to0> .

Figure 3: Generating emphasized text (ex. emphasis level 3)

texts were constructed from 1050 English sentences by annota-
tors and then translated into Japanese. During speech record-
ings, the speakers read a pair of neutral (i.e., “it is hot today.”)
and emphasized texts (i.e., “it is very hot today.”) and were
asked to utter the “normal” text content with the acoustic re-
alization of that emphasized content. After removing several
data errors, there were only 5,145 utterances (1029 sentences x
5 levels) in each language which is too small.

We also utilized another English-Japanese parallel text from
Basic Travel Expressions Corpus (BTEC) [20, 21]. It consisted
of over 400k English-Japanese parallel sentences. As we fo-
cus on developing Japanese-to-English S2T translation, we also
added “ATR Speech Database of Many Speakers” (APP-BLA)
Corpus1. It consists of 3,700 Japanese speakers reading 503
ATR’s phonetically balanced sentences (127 speech hours in to-
tal). Unfortunately, these BTEC parallel texts and APP-BLA
speech corpora do not contain any emphasis information. To
increase the quantity of training data, we augmented the data as
described in the next section.

3.2. Data Augmentation
In recent years, data augmentation techniques with speech per-
turbation [22] or TTS synthesis [23, 24] have been widely used
in ASR research to ameliorate the training data’s inadequacies.
Following the same idea, we generated emphasized speech data
using both techniques. First given text sentences, we focused on
the first adjective word and segmented the text into the adjective
word and the two text segments before and after the adjective
word as shown in Figure 2. Then, we generated the speech of
those text segments using Google Text-to-Speech2. To empha-
size the speech of the adjective word, we performed speech per-
turbation to five different levels of intensity and duration using
SoundExchange (Sox)3. Finally, we concatenated the empha-
sized speech of the adjective word with before and after speech
segments to make a full sentence of speech utterances. We con-
structed about 185k emphasized speeches from 37k texts.

Here, we generated the corresponding emphasized text in
two types: (1) text with emphasis embedding (2) text with in-
tensifiers. For text with emphasis embedding, we separated the
text in the same way as before and added emphasis tags or to-
kens according to our proposed method described in section 2.1
(see the example in Figure 3). For text with intensifiers, we first

1APP-BLA - http://shachi.org/resources/3444
2Google Text-to-Speech - https://pypi.org/project/gTTS/
3Sox - http://sox.sourceforge.net/

level 0 : It is hot. (normal text)
level 1 : It is a little bit hot.
level 2 : It is quite hot.
level 3 : It is very hot.
level 4 : It is extremely hot.

level 1: a little bit, a tad …
level 2: quite, noticeably …
level 3: so, very …
level 4: completely, extremely …

level 0: I feel sick. (no insertion)
level 1: I feel a bit sick.
level 2: I feel quite sick.
level 3: I feel so sick.
level 4: I feel completely sick.

I feel sick.
insert

extract

Figure 4: Example of inserting intensifiers to generate empha-
sized texts

collected all possible intensifiers that appeared in natural text
data for each emphasis level. Of these extracted intensifiers,
we randomly selected the five most commonly used words and
inserted them before the adjectives as in normal texts to create
emphasized texts (see Figure 4).

4. Experimental Set-up and Results
4.1. Experimental Set-up
We experimented using the dataset as described in Section 3.
For the training dataset, We used about 718k speech utterances
for ASR and about 575k parallel sentences (excluding APP-
BLA) for MT and S2T. Two datasets were used for evaluation:
“Natural,” which consisted of 500 utterances (100 sentences,
5 levels of emphasis) from natural emphasis speech-text data,
and “Synthetic,” which consisted of 510 sentences with 5 levels
of emphasis from the BTEC test set. The remaining data were
used for training. We used MeCab4 for Japanese and NLTK5

for English to tokenize each word.
Our systems, including ASR, MT, MT-insertion, Cas-

cade S2T, and Direct S2T, were built using OpenNMT [25].
The encoder and decoder architectures were based on Trans-
former [26] with the setting of 3 layers with 8 multi-head atten-
tions and 2048 feed-forward hidden size. We also applied Adam
optimizer [27]. For the baseline systems, although the original
architecture used HMM-based ASR and NMT, we implemented
them also with Transformer using OpenNMT. We first trained
ASR and MT separately, then used the pretrained ASR and MT
to construct Cascade S2T and Direct S2T.

We evaluated ASR using the word error rate (WER), while
MT and S2T translation were evaluated using BLEU [28];
specifically we used two variants of BLEU calculation:
multi-bleu.perl based on our tokenization above and
SacreBLEU [29] based on its own tokenization. The empha-
sis evaluation was based on F-score. To have a fair comparison
with baselines that had no emphases or used emphases sepa-
rately, we separated the linguistic content (words) and paralin-
guistic content (tags and tokens) from the resulting texts and
performed linguistic and emphasis evaluation, respectively. In
the intensifier insertion experiment, the output was evaluated
by the percentage of words that could be inserted that matched
each emphasis level without changing the original text.

4.2. Experiment Results
4.2.1. Linguistic Recognition and Translation Evaluation
The linguistic recognition and translation evaluation are as
shown in Table 3, and the example of Direct S2T is Table 6.
Among the proposed approaches (Emph-Tags, Emph-1-Token,
and Emph-All-Token), Emph-1-Token resulted in the best re-
sults. This may be because, with Emph-Tags, the system needed
to handle increasing vocabulary size, while in Emph-All-Token,
the system need to consider the emphasis tokens in all places.

4MeCab - https://taku910.github.io/mecab/
5NLTK - https://www.nltk.org/
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Table 3: Linguistic recognition and translation evaluation.

Test Data Data Type
ASR MT CascadeS2T DirectS2T

WER↓ Multi- Sacre- Multi- Sacre- Multi- Sacre-
BLEU↑ BLEU↑ BLEU↑ BLEU↑ BLEU↑ BLEU↑

Synthetic

Baseline No Emphasis 0.91 42.30 45.42 42.98 45.92 44.62 47.94
Emph-Separated 0.64 42.30 45.42 42.46 45.40 — —

Proposed
Emph-Tag 0.80 42.64 45.57 41.76 44.67 44.55 47.28
Emph-1-Token 0.76 42.31 45.64 44.13 46.77 44.82 47.84
Emph-All-Token 0.83 44.84 47.71 43.88 46.93 39.79 43.09

Natural

Baseline No Emphasis 18.11 31.81 34.68 19.53 21.72 7.56 9.54
Emph-Separated 18.88 28.74 31.76 18.41 20.55 — —

Proposed
Emph-Tag 17.05 34.12 36.54 15.28 16.43 9.07 9.88
Emph-1-Token 22.31 36.05 38.71 15.12 18.07 12.00 13.71
Emph-All-Token 19.87 34.35 36.91 17.66 20.31 5.93 7.62

Table 4: Emphasis estimation and translation evaluation. (F-score)
Test Data Data Type ASR MT CascadeS2T DirectS2T

Synthetic

Baseline Emph-Separated 90.91 23.18 22.22 —

Proposed
Emph-Tag 100.00 64.52 58.06 47.13
Emph-1-Token 93.93 70.77 67.69 49.01
Emph-All-Token 96.97 74.63 69.70 41.58

Natural

Baseline Emph-Separated 60.45 34.31 34.81 —

Proposed
Emph-Tag 71.90 36.76 61.54 15.28
Emph-1-Token 64.95 49.48 58.46 15.12
Emph-All-Token 63.90 44.22 57.97 17.66

Table 5: Intensifier Insertion Evaluation (Percentage of Correctness)

Test Data Data Type Emphasis Level Total0 1 2 3 4

Synthetic Proposed
Emph-Tag 98.18 87.88 93.94 94.94 90.91 96.81
Emph-1-Token 99.20 90.91 100.00 100.00 100.00 98.90
Emph-All-Token 94.33 93.94 96.97 90.90 93.94 94.25

Natural Proposed
Emph-Tag 84.53 67.03 81.11 80.90 75.28 77.85
Emph-1-Token 93.62 82.98 92.55 91.30 91.30 90.34
Emph-All-Token 88.04 73.91 79.35 81.11 82.22 80.92

Table 6: Result Example
Input Speech (level4) Data Type Direct S2T Translation Intensifier Insertion
korewa yurui desu . Reference this is loose . this is completely loose.

No Emphasis this is loose . —
Emph-Tag this0 is0 loose4 .0 this is terribly loose .
Emph-1-Token this is 〈to4〉 loose . this is absurdly loose .
Emph-All-Token 〈to0〉 this 〈to0〉 is 〈to4〉 loose 〈to0〉 . this is stupendously loose .

For ASR, most proposed approaches performed slightly worse
than the baseline. Recognizing linguistic and paralinguistic
content at the same time might be more challenging. However,
the BLEU results show that the proposed method resulted in
better translation accuracy. Although data augmentation gave
some improvements, there was still a gap between synthetic and
natural evaluation results. This is because synthetic evaluation
is a single speaker task, while natural evaluation is a multi-
speaker task. Furthermore, a large portion of training data is
synthetic data.

4.2.2. Emphasis Estimation and Translation Evaluation
The emphasis estimation and translation evaluation are as
shown in Table 4. In emphasis estimation with ASR, the pro-
posed method was better than the conventional method. How-
ever, after MT and S2T, the F-score of the emphasis dropped
quite significantly. This is because the position of the emphasis
word depends on the translation result. Even if the emphasis
at the sentence level is correct, the emphasis that considered
the words’ exact position was often different. Nevertheless, the
proposed methods significantly outperformed the baselines.

4.2.3. Intensifier Insertion Evaluation
The intensifier insertion evaluation is shown in Table 5. Show-
ing a similar tendency as before, Emph-1-Token performed the
best in comparison with Emph-Tags and Emph-All-Token. In
Emph-1-Token, only one word has a token, while Emph-Tags

and Emph-All-Token need to have tags or tokens for all words.
So, the relationship between each word and tag/token may not
have been established due to few occurrences in some word-
tag/token pairs. When we input each proposed text at level 4,
the output will be as shown in Table 6.

5. Conclusion
We proposed a novel framework for transcribing the paralin-
guistic acoustic cues of a source language speech into target
language text. We investigated several ways of expressing par-
alinguistic acoustic cues in written form and several architec-
tures of speech-to-text systems based on a neural Transformer.
We also performed data augmentation using TTS and speech
perturbation. The experimental results revealed that our pro-
posed approaches performed better than the baseline in terms
of both linguistic and paralinguistic evaluation. Among the
proposed approaches, the best system was provided using the
Emph-1-Token method. In the future, we will further analyze
how humans change acoustic cues to emphasize words and in-
vestigate better data augmentation methods that modify speech
to be closer to natural spoken language.
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